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ormo/10. 
FEBRUARY~ 1899. 
ltrt41f I L, ®lF8lll41L l®llil®®IL, 
AT ST. CLOUD, _MINN. 
Sustained by the State for the Training of Its Teachers. 
COURSES OF STUDY. 
1. ~ An Advanced Course, extending through five years. 
2. An Elementary Course, extending through three years. 
l 1. Elementary Course, one year. 3. Graduate Courses 2. Advanced Course, two years. 
3. Kinderga.rten Course, two yea.rs. 
The Diploma of either course is a State Oertiflcate of qualification of the First Grade 
good for two years. At the expiration of two years, the Diploma may be endorsed, making it 
a certificate of qualification of the first grade, good for five years if an Elementary diploma, 
or a Permanent Certificate if an Advanced diploma. 
The demand for trained teachers in Minnesota greatly exceeds the supply. 'rbc best of 
the graduates readily obtain positions at good salaries. 
ADMISSION. 
Graduates of High Schools · and Colleges are admitted to the Gradw.ate Courses without 
examination. Aprlicants holding a second-grade county certificate are admitted to the C class 
without examinat10n. Applicants who do not hold a second-grade certificate must be fifteen 
;years of age at their nearest birthday, and to be admitted must pass a creditable examination 
1n Orthography, Reading, Grammar and Language, the general Geography of the world, and 
Arithmetic equivalent to the demands for a second-grade certificate in these subjects. All the 
advantages of the school are FREE to those who pledge, themselves to teach two year11 ia the 
public schools oftbe state. 
EXPENSE OF LIVING IS VERY MODERATE. 
Living at the Ladies' Home, including furnished room, heat, light and table board, is $3.50 
per week. Board in private families may be had at rates ranging from $2.50 to $4 per week. ✓ 
Excellent opportunities are offered for self-boarding. 
Catalogues, giving full information, arc mailed free to any address. Any questions will 
receive prompt attention. Address the President, 
GEO. R.. KLEEEEHGEH, 
St. Cloud. Minn. 
DR. T. A. PATTISON, DE:NTIST. 
♦ Over Merchants National Bank 
Dr. J. H. BEATY, 
t{OnJeopat~ic P~ysiciat7 at7d Sur-
geoJ?. 
OFFICE: Corner Fifth ave. and First St. South. 
Hours, 11 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4 and 7 t.o 8 p. m. 
Sunday at residence, 400 Fifth ave. S. Tel. 14-2 . 
~- J,ieelmnd @llmand (fo'Yi, 
"-- !c'enwt. / 
McClure Block, 5th Ave. South. 
Office hours from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. "v "v 
Telephone call, Residence, 30. 
' AND GRAND CENTRAL 
WEST HOTELS. 
f{BATBO 'WITf{ STBRlV!. 
llIGf{TBO 'WITf{ EuECT~ICITY. 
Anyone wanting comfortable rooms at 
either hotel, with or without board, satisfac-
tion, prices and accommodation guaranteed. 
Special prices made to clergymen, teachers in 
public schools and students at Normal. 
D, S. HAYWARD. 
PROPRIETOR, 
BE~lJ.l ClUlJ.l~ 81{ J)IE7llJ.l, lFJIE BE~lJ.t JI7{Jd$, 
;rl]\ID lJ.t}IE BE~lJ.t tlFl EVE~¥lJ.tJH]\lG 
in the meat line can be obtained at 
KILIAN & CO.'S MEAT MARKET, 
123 5th .Avenue South. 
G-. S. BRIGHAM. 
V\\.~%\.e\.\\.~ - ~"'do - ~\\.~~~o"". 
Office, 27 5th Ave. South. 
Residence, 424 3d Ave. South. 
For First-Class Shoe Repairing 
GOTO _ __..,=::>.. 
1N"IKM:AN. 
Corner of 5th Ave. and 2d St. South. 






Ele~tric Lighted and Steam Heated, 
G C Demp.eS Photographer ■ , I Over Boyd's Store. 
~-...... -............... ~--~-wr,.,..-......,. 
Cabinet Photos $1.oO a Doz. 
Stamps 25 fo11 25e. 
CAMPBELL GREENHOUSE. ·-Cut Flowers Always on Hand. 
Funeral and Wedding Designs Made. 






Deutsches Oas.t und_ Kosthaus. 
Under Government Control, 
The Hot Springs of Arkansas, own-
ed and controlled by the U. S. govern-
ment, are admitted to be the best me-
dicinal springs in the world. The 
Minneapolis & St. Lcrnis R. R. is the 
shortest and best route. Write for ex-
cursion rates and particulars. 
A. B. CUTTS, 
G. P. &~T. A., M. & St. L. R. R. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
CEO. H. OVERBECK, Prop. . 
Rates : $1 per day or $3.50 to $5 p er w~ek._ Special When 1n Need of 
rates by the month made on apphcat10n. 
PIONEER MEAT MARKET, 






Do not forget to ca ll on 
J. W. WOLTER, ■ ■ 
the Cheapest Shoe ma n in the city. 
Next to Fandel's Dry Goods Store. 
:!\lso a great line of ttennis Sboes. 
lSenaen lSrotbera 
~ i~?,1: Groceriest 
••• '3oob '3oobs anb '.lLow Prices ••• 
Kansas City Beef a Specialty. tt7 5tb ll"enue Soutb, St. jl(oub, .IIDlnn. 
Tel. 4/1 103 5th Avenue South. --'---------------
A. T. PEFFER SELLS 
STUDENTS G-0 I Dr. Reed's Cushion Shoe 
-TO-
This is the Easiest Shoe on Eatoth. 
Swanson's 515 St Germain Street, St. Cloud. 
Steam Laundry, Bieyeles 8old and Repaired :1t 
SWANSON & KRON, Prop's. lowest reasonable pnces. 
All kinds of 
Special ~ates to Stude,;,ts. 
(iood Work. • • • • Low Prices. S t • ... por 1ng Goods ... 
~--,...- at--~ 




I OBSERVANT EYES Men fail to_appreciate ourl i genteel sutts. The best l~ that money buys. Seeing ~ is free. It won't cost you a penny to look through our stock and see how i 
much you can get for so little money. You will not be urged to buy, your II! 
judgment will tell your what to do. Reliable goods at reliable prices: I a wait you. You can in vest you money with us just as though you were II' I putting it in a bank. We have a full assortment of everything that is usual- Fnll ly kept in a well regulated clothing store. Call in and get acquainted with I 
USMETZROTH - BROTHERS, I · L · -;;@l ~eliable lVlen's and Boy's Outfittetrs @a;- ..,, I 
., ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~
Largest Line 
709 ST. GERMAIN STREET. 
of Pianos, Organs, Washl;mrneand Martin Guitars 
and Mandolins Everything in Sheet Music. All 
kinds of American Watches, Jewelry and Silver-
ware. Spectacles fitted at 
RB::-:: FRITZ GUY. 
pto!~9.r!lp.!'er 
We have a new set of 
six elegant Head-
grounds; see them in 
our latest Platinos 
)Prices to Stutients. 701 St. Germain St. 
r"lil"V'V''V'YY'V'•V'VV, ·--w-~--· 
i A \TWOOD'S ! i ;~. i I 
~ =~}~!CAZINES i I ~ · ! l ~ i Special Prices to Norrr,als, 
i ~~~:B;:~:!.os~k~~~'~:~- j I iMR~i· -· I 
ta. ................ J ·--------· 
N 
VOLUME VIII. ST. CLOUD; MINN., FEBRUARY, 1899. NUMBER 6. 
Ed!tor.in-Cbief.. ............. ..... .. ............. ... Ed. M. Gans. 
Associate Editor .. . ........ .... .. .... .... P. M. Magnusson. 
B · M f Paul Ashley. usmess r anagers ................ l Waite A. Shoemaker. 
Local Editor .... ......... .. ..................... ... ,v. T. Sture. 
Exchange Editor ........... .... .................. Jas. A. Petrie 
Alumni. ...... ....... .. .. .. ... .... ............. Marion Andrews. 
;;;; C Staff;;::: 
Editor-in-Chief ......................... ..... ...... .... Wm. Owens 
Associate Editor ................................. Mildred Craig 
Local Editor .............. ......... .. .. , ... ....... Jnnie Johnson 
no longer do as the basis of govern-
ments. "We respect no hoary wrong 
more for having triumphed long." The 
government that fails to gove~n has no 
right to exist, however venerable its 
origin, and however unimpeachable its 
documentary evidence of inheritance 
may be. May the time soon come 
when Turkey will be dealt with pre-
cisely on the same lines as Spain has 
been treated by America! There would 
then be hard to find a vestige of the 
reign of the unspeakable Turk. 
THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE 
has long ago taken its place among 
Published monthly during the school year at the 
State Normal achoo! at st. Cloud. • what may not irreverently be called in-
Exch a nge Editor ........ ;···························· Nat Smith 
Entered at the post office at Bt. Cloud as second spired political literature. The lofty 
class mall matter, 18115. 
simplicity of its conceptions, and the 
Subscription, 50 Cts. a Year. glorious fruits it has produced both en-
Single Copies, l ':> Cents. title it to a place among the sacred 
treasures of mankind. But, like the 
NOTICE. 
Subscrz'bers wz'll receive the Normalz'a 
until notice of dz'scontz'nuana zs gz'ven 
and all arrearages are paid. 
fi blue mark here ( ) means that 
your subscriptz'on has expz'red. 
Expansion. 
Expansion as used in our country to-
day is a word of so uncertain and im-
portant meaning that we may well stop 
a moment and analyze our thoughts. 
A NEW INTERNATIONAL CODE 
Bible, the Declaration of Independence 
needs interpretation not to lead us in -
to heresy. 
Taken literally, "Government derives 
its just powers from the consent of 
those governed," is an absurdity. It is 
anarchy pure and simple. It would 
co mpel the policeman to get the con-
sent of the burglar to be arrested be-
fore the police would dare to interfere 
with the burglar's operations on the 
safe! A father would have no right to 
restrain his five-year-old boy from run-
ning away to go to sea, if he could not 
has been proclaimed by American by moral suasion convince his off-
cannon and American commissioners spring of the superiority of the attrac-
during the past yea c, Parchment will tion of the nursery as compared to the 
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fo'castle. The North was all wrong, bate court in the land that would not 
then, in the civil war; tor several mil- adjudge said guardian guilty of mal-
lions of Southerners gave impeachable feasance and violation of trust. Small 
evidence of their unwillingness to be honor indeed will we gain if we imitate 
governed in the union. Children, sav- even the best of European colony-
ages, criminals. lunatics, religious fan- holders. European colonialism is one 
a tics all must be let loose without let of the most unlovely forms in which 
·or hinderance to work their own sweet the hoggishness of human nature mani-
will if this sentence is to be interpreted fests itself. It we are to be a coloniz-
in the absurd literal fashion . We need ing power, for humanity sake, let us 
scarcely refer to the great Teuto-nic inaugurate a new policy. For 
truth that is hidden in the Gaelic THE IDEAL GUARDIAN 
phraseology which · a little common strives to make himself unnecessary. 
sense interpretation can reveal. When Any government of peoples too imma-
a community by nature and history has ture to govern themselves should have 
a unity and individuality sufficiently for its chief object to enlighten a'nd 
distinct to make it a nation, and when raise the minor race into competence 
this community is sufficiently de;elop- to govern itself, and then turn over the 
ed to take care of itself, then it is wise, government into the hands of the peo-
prudent and right th at such commun· ple themselves. No good colonial 
ity be g iven full control of itse lf. But government can be more than tempo-
childre n have no inherent right to per· rary. An attempt to keep a people 
ish in th eir own folly, nor savages to perpetually in tutelage is in its very 
have a howling old time scalping one nature an unjustifiable tyranny. 
another. Minors, whether individuals • Nor is that enough. The ideal pro-
or tribes, must be kept under paternal tector of a backward race should not 
guardianship. But only strive to educate it into ability to 
THE EUROPEAN COLONIAL P OLICY govern itself, but should also respect 
has hitherto been tar from an ideal its individuality. The flavor, the tang, 
guardianship. And the reason is ap- the aroma of English culture is not the 
parent. The white man seldom goes same as that of French or still less 
into colonialism for his health. We of Japanese culture. And still we do 
must reluctantly admit that he almost not wonder that each one of these na-
invariably does it for the sordidest tions wishes to keep its own ways of 
of selfish reasons. He wants com- life and color of individuality. Nay, 
merce, or political office, or the glory more; we should be very sorry to lose 
of having "extended the empire." The any one of them. But what does the 
guardianship of peoples incapable of average white civilizer do w_hen he 
self-government has been managed in comes to dusky lands? He imposes 
the interests . of the guardians, not of upon them his own language, his own 
the wards. If the guardian ot an in-· music, his own civilization, instead of 
dividual orphan should deal with the letting them develop a civilization of 
property and person of his ward in the their own. Worst of all, he forces on 
selfish manner in which European them the clumsy, uncomfortable clothes 
countries have dealt with their Asiatic, of the Frank. This process produces 
African or American dependencies set- the most repulsive sort of degenerate 
tled with alien races, there is not a pro- humanity. The lp.dian on ,the out-
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skirts ot civilization with blankets and 
beggary and vermin and firewaer and 
foul diseases is a product of this 
method of civilizing. At best it pro-
duces that familiar comic incongruity 
that the cartoonists delight to draw, a 
savage dressed in a silk hat and a col-
lar button .. 
No, the successful civilizer must not 
attempt to jerk the savage into cul-
ture . Let him grow and grow in his 
~ own way. All we should do is to pro-
tect him as far as possible from disease, 
mental, moral and physical; guide him 
one step at a time; and surround him 
with the tempting baits of civilization. 
This being agreed to, 
W HAT SHALL WE DO WITH THE P HIL · 
IPP INES? 
To leave them severely alone is out 
of th e question. The islands contain 
all sorts and conditions of men; and 
there are a sufficient number of smart 
and unprincipled men there who soon 
enough would begin to fleece the help-
less majority who are but children of a 
larger growth. We must do something, 
but what? 
If we make them a dependency pure 
and simple, we must guard against the 
foriegn colonial system. · To make our 
flag the banner under which white of-
ficials, planters and pedlars could de-
spoil with impunity their primitive 
brethern would be the saddest destiny 
we can imagine for the great repuplic. 
should make a "treaty" with the Philip-
pines, securing to us all the just advan-
tages of trade that a direct possession 
would secure. Then we should also as-
sume a protectorate over the helpless 
classes in the islands. Barbarous pun-
ishments should be prohibited and cer-
tain graver cases should be appealable 
to the United States' courts. But our 
main hold upon them should be educa-
tional. In our treaty with the "inde-
pendent" Philippine nation, it should 
be distinctly understood that said na 
tion should adopt the white man's 
schools immediately, and the United 
States should re tain the means and 
right to direct these schools in the 
main, and to compel their establish-
ment and support. 
One more suggestion. Both protec-
torate and colonies require a wh~le 
host of new officials. Don't make 
these a part of the political spoils sys-
tem. An nonpartial board with strick 
rules of promotion , as in the army, 
may perhaps be possible. 
Life in the Lumber Woods. 
W. A. OWENS. 
Since lumbering is one of the chief 
inductries in Northern Minnesota, per-
haps an account of the work necessary 
A UNIQUE PROTECTORATE _before the trees, in the form of logs, 
is perhaps the best solution of the pro- are finally landed at the saw-mill,would 
blem. Let us call the Philippines a prove interesting to those unacquaint-
sovereign, an independent state, but · ed with the details. 1 
let us attach a string to their sovereign- When the owner of pine lands wishes 
ty. First let us keep a few small is- to have the pine removed from his 
lands, important ports, and strategic land, he sends a crew of men under the 
positions, which will enable us to be leadership of a foreman to the place 
the masters of the situation both as where the timber is standing. This 
against the natives and against any usually takes place in the fall of the 
hungry European power. Then we year. After getting to the place . the 
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most suitable location for a camp is 
decided upon, if such has not been de-
termined upon before hand by the fore-
man. The camp is usually located 
as near the centre of operations, 
and as near as possible to a stream of 
water. Trees are then cut down, 
.notched and rolled into place to form 
the walls of the camp. A roof of split 
"shakes" or rough boards, is put 
on, generally of two thicknesses with 
tar paper between. The spaces be-
tween the logs are then filled in with 
plaster composed of mud and water. 
This is not put on with a trowel nor 
does it need a skillful plasterer to do 
the job. The work of plastering is as-
sig ned to any three or four of the men 
a nd is done by gath eri ng up large hand-
fulls of th e mud and flingi ng it forcibly 
into '. the crevice, pressing it with the 
hands firmly into place. This opera-
t io n is call ed "mudding" the camp. 
The camp is divided into two parts, 
called respectively the "cooking shan-
ty" and '·bunk shanty." The rormer 
is th e cooking and eating department, 
the latter the sleeping room. Long 
tables, having at their sides equally 
long benches, are placed in the cook 
shanty tor the men to eat from . Iron 
knives and forks and tin cups and 
plates are the dishes used. The bunk 
shanty is' provided with bunks or beds 
tor the men to sleep in. These are 
merely small compartments, partioned 
from each other by poles or rough 
boards, The men are provided with 
blankets and are allowed all the hay 
they want. With these two materials 
the beds are made. 
Stables for the horses are built in 
much the same manner that the camp 
was built,- althpugh not quite as much 
pains are taken to have them warm. 
The work so far has been prelimin-
ary, The real work of logging now 
begins. All of the crew is set to work 
clearing a main road, leading from the 
timber to the place where the logs are 
to be landed, which is on some lake or 
river. If the timber is too far from 
water to allow for hauling of logs 
by team, a railroad is built and the logs 
are hauled to the river by rail. After 
the main road has been put into condi-
tions to allow tor the pas5age of huge 
logging sleds, pockets or spaces called 
skidways are cleared at intervals on 
either side of the road. These are for 
the purpose of holding enough logs to 
make a load. The crew is now divided 
into different sections each having dif-
ferent kinds of work to do. Th e saw-
yers and choppers fell the trees and 
saw them into logs of the required 
leng th. The swampers clear a road 
wide enough to allow for the passage 
of a team of horses from the logs to 
the skidways. The skidders with their 
teams haul the logs to the skidways 
from which they are loaded on the 
sleds. The sleds are huge affairs, con-
sisting ot four runners, two tor each 
side connected by cross beams of heavy 
timbers. Each runner is about six 
inches wide and eight to ten feet long. 
Directly on top of the cross pieces are 
another set of timbers called bunks; on 
these logs are to rest. 
After the first snow fall the main 
road is put into excellent condition 
for hauling logs. This is done by haul-
ing an empty sled over the entire road 
for the purpose of establishing a rut. 
Then a water tank is hauled over the 
track already made a~d water is allow-
ed to run into the ruts, there to freeze 
and become a solid ice bed, thereby 
allowing for the easy passage of im-
mense loads. The loads are hauled 
by two to four horses and the position 
of teamster is considered to be one of 
the best in the woods. 
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Everything is now in readiness for 
hauling logs to the river bank. The 
hauling- is done by as many teams as 
the crew can keep supplied with · logs, 
generally three or tour being suffici ent, 
the length of the road determining that 
question. Let us imagine the crew 
about to start from the camp for the 
scenes of their various occupations. 
The foreman notifies th e men when it 
is time to ~tart. This he does early 
enough so that the men will have 
ample time to get to their work before 
daylig ht. The work necessary to be 
done to get the logs o nto the skidways 
has been spoken of before. The only 
remaining work that is necessary to be 
described is that ot loading and un-
loading the logs. A team hitched to 
one of the sleds is driven ·. up t0 a 
skid way and the work of ' putting a 
load of logs onto the sled then begins. 
This may seem an easy matter to the 
uninitiated, but considerable skill and 
agility are the necessary qualifications 
of a successful loader. Short skids, 
with their ends resting on the ground, 
are placed in a slanting position against 
the side of the sled. A long slender 
chain is then passed around the centre 
of the log, wjth one end attached to 
the bottom of the sled. To the. other 
end which is on the opposite side of 
the sled, a team of horses are hitched; 
the log is then arawn or rolled onto 
the sled. In like manner several more 
are drawn up until the punks are com-
pletely filled. Then a log on each 
side is securely fastened to the bunks 
by means of strong chains. Thus far 
the work has been simple enough; now 
comes the dangerous part of the work. 
As the load is built higher and higher 
larger skids are used, and one of the 
two loaders climbs on top of the load, 
there to prevent the logs from going 
crosswise as they near the top of the 
load. This is a very dangerous position 
and the loader must be continually on 
his guard for at any moment a log is 
liable to meet with an unseen obstruc-
tion at one end and the other end sud-
denly swinging may strike the loader 
and probably break his leg or knock-
ing him down roll completely over 
him, causing instant death. This is 
where a man's qui~kness and skill 
come into play. The other loader on 
the ground has nearly as dangerous 
a place as the one on top of the load. 
It is his duty to place the chain around 
each log and then to see .that it rolls 
properly on the skids until it gets be-
yond his reach. The chief danger to 
the man on the ground is that very 
often when a large log is being roll ed 
to the top of the load the chain sud-
denly breaks. Although he takes his 
position at one end of the log yet his 
work compels him to get behind a part 
of it and woe be unto him if he is be -
hind it when the chain breaks. 
The tool with which the loaqers 
work is called a canthook. It. is a piece 
of wood about four feet lop g and taper-
ing from the thickness of about an 
inch and a half at one end to about 
three inches at the other. To the 
thicker end is attached an iron hook, 
fastened so as to allow a free upward 
and downward movement. This he 
uses in much the same manner as a 
wrench is used and he sometimes 
lau~hingly calls it a log wrench. He 
becomes very skillful in the use of it.be-
ing able to clasp a log firmly by seem-
ing merely to thrust .the canthook at 
the log. 
It is surprising to see the immense 
loads that are . put on the sleds. 
They are built up nearly square for a 
short distance, the logs being held in 
place by means of chains, and then 
taper from that point to the top, From 
J; 
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eight to t;.welve thousand feet of !um- evening in singing, dancing, joking or 
her are contained in each load. The playing games of s0me kind. Among 
loads are drawn to the rivers with but a crowd of forty or fifty men there are 
little difficulty, the iced ruts affording usually found three or four good sing-
an easy passage for the great weight ers. These have their patience taxed 
which otherwise could not be to the utm ost for they are being con-
drawn by the same number of horses. tinually called upon to sing. When 
At the landing the logs are rolled off their stock of songs, which is generally 
and arranged so that they will all be, a large one, has been sung; they are 
lengthwise of the river, thereby allow- asked to sing them over again. 
ing for their easy passage when the Some of the games indulged in fur-
ice breaks up in the spring. The land- nish much amusement, especially to 
ing men use the same kind of a tool onlookers. A favorite game is one 
as the loaders use. To do their \Vork called "Jack-in-the-dark." This is 
does not require as much . skill as it played by two persons who are blind-
does to load the logs. They unfasten · folded and who place themselves on 
the chain and the greater part of the the floor on all fours each holding one 
load rolls off o t its own accord. Their end of a short string so they will not 
chi e f work is rolling t he logs into posi- become separated, A stuffed club is 
tion ready for the spring drive. given to each and the game begins by 
The life of a "Lumberjack," as all .one asking the other the question, 
men who work in the wuods are call- ·•'vVhere are you Jack?" to which the 
ed , consists mainly of hard work; but response, "Here in the dark," is given. 
if any one imagines that they are a Upon receiving this reply the other, 
class of people who are dissatisfied with raising the stuffed club and striking 
their condition he is greatly mistaken. with all his might exclaims, "For fear 
As ·a rule they are a strong, healthy, in- you shouldn't die before I, take that." 
dustrious, well contented class of men. The other attempts to avoid the blow; 
The work in the open air and among whether he docs or not, after the blow 
the pine trees, together with a good has been struck, it is his turn to ask 
substantial diet, insures for them a the questions and do the striking. The 
strong, vigorous body. As a rule the differe?t ludicrous positions each man 
spring finds them in a much better places himself in to avoid being struck 
physical condition than they were and the gasp ot astonishment which 
when they began their winter's work. escapes from the other as his club 
Nor is ,their life altogether devoid of comes in violent. contact with the floor, 
pleasure as one might suppose it to be, furnish cause for much hearty laughter 
located as they are many miles from amongst the res t of the crew. When 
any town with no chance whatever for the two on the floor become tired 
any of the social pleasures that make others take their place and the fun goes 
life agreeable in the towns and cities. on. Many other games besides the 
During the day their minds are oc- one above mentioned, are indulged in 
cupied with work, when evening comes during the winter. Any one not wish-
t,hey hasten to camp and to the warm, ing to join in the fun, who would rather 
well cooked supper awaiting them. read, can repair to the cook shanty and 
After supper they all repair to the there enjoy his book or paper. 
bunk shanty, there to pass a pleasant Their only means of communication 
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with the outside world is the toat-team-
ster, who makes two or 1three · trips a 
week to the camps, bringing supplies 
and mail. His coming is e.1.gerly look-
ed forward to, and many are the ques-
tions asked him concerning life in the 
town, for most of the men have their 
homes in the town from which thesup-
plies are brought. The winter passes 
away quickly for most of the men and 
they return to town to receive their 
well earned wages. 
A Tree's Story, 
BY N. C. SMITH. 
The sun poured forth his genial rays, 
One hazy, still October day, 
To cheer and brighten northern climes, 
As southward bound he sped away. 
The forest trees just waved their heads 
The flying sun to bid adieu; 
Into th.e waters of the lake, 
Reflections, sunshine bathed, they threw. 
From ground and branch to cozy nest 
A squirrel plied the live-long day; 
Within a lofty maple's trunk 
· Laid plenteous store of nuts away. 
From out her covert strayed a fawn. 
Her evening meal from Silvias bank 
She gathered; from her bosom blue 
A draught of sparkling water drank. 
Now bunny caught an acorn up. 
Of which to make his night's repast, 
The thoughtless fawn paused 'neath the tree 
And back across the lake she cast 
A wistful look She little dreamed 
Ofbruin's pitiless, hungry jaw~, 
A moment more, upon the gronnd 
She lay, beneath his ugly paws. 
The startled squirrel dropped the nut 
Into a pool of new drawn blood, 
While by the struggles of the fawn 
'Tw4s covered by the fresh-torn sod. 
Dame winter spread her coat of snow, 
The tragic spot from sight to screen, 
Our little acorn rested there 
Till April trimmed the earth with green, 
A tiny sprout shot from the place, 
Where bunny's autumn supper fell, 
Two tiny leaves of purest green 
Looked round and beautified the dell. 
Little by little, day by day 
It slowly grew and raised its head; 
Where fell a fawn a year ago, 
Now grew a white-oak spraut, instead 
The twig took nourishment from the air; 
The leaves from sunshine gathered heat; 
Sap from the ground the rootlets took, 
Changed them to starch and sugar sweet. 
Each year, a ring around its heart · 
Of wood and fibres firmly knit 
It placed. Each year as thus it swelled, 
The covering bark was further split. 
A mighty oak at last it stood, 
Defied the storm's most furious blast; 
On summer days, o'er panting steer, 
On foaming horse its shadows cast. 
It heard but promised not to tell 
What lover said to sweetheart there; 
It saw there children coming down 
To play beneath its branches fair. 
The wheelman stops beneath its shade 
And rests him from the t oilsome ride, 
He little thinks the giant knows 
The happy maiden by his side . 
Nor thinks one hundred years ago 
His gr~ndsire sat on that same sod, 
And sought the self same rest as he, 
The same confessions vowed and vowed. 
As gazing- at the giant's strength, 
I marvel at the works of God. 
A few short years I think and it 
Shall slumber underneath the sod. 
A few short years upon the earth, 
Sufficeth to fullfil its trust; 
Then manlike this our noble tree 
Shall downward sink unto its dust. 
The Sea. 
SVEN BJORNSON. 
I am to answer this question, what 
do I understand by the word sea? Well, 
the sea, this powerful element embraced 
by air and land, which has been since 
history began the theme of the poets, 
the friend of the fisherman and the 
sailor, and the sworn enemy of their 
wives, is the great resevoir by which all 
the waterJorks on earth are supplied. 
It has been defied and worshipped 
by different nations ;the Romans called 
it N eptunus, the old Scandinavians 
called it Ogir. It is the habitation of 
the sea-serpent and the mermaid. It is 
"" 
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the home of the whale, the shark, the 
cod and the herring. It is the self-re-
pairing highway of commerce. It 1s 
the battle field and grave of navies. It 
is the gold mine of the fisherman. It 
is the mirror of the mountians. It is 
the bath tub of the sun's rays. It is the 
guardian of the islands. It is the source 
and destination of rivers. It is the 
race track of the winds. It is the frame 
of the continents. 
Its quantity is unimaginable. Its 
power is without limit; its swelling 
muscles, the waves, are unexhaustible. 
Resting, it is vast and ~beautiful; mov-
ing, it is grand and terrible. It has 
saved more lives than all the life-sav-
ings stations in the world. It has made 
more widows than Napoleon and Gen-
eral Grant together. What it gives 
with one hand it takes with the other. 
It has been considered treacherous and. 
merciless; but it is only blind and 
heedless. 
The next question is: what does it 
look like? At sunri~e and sunset it is 
like an immense plate of shining gold, 
perhaps :l little redder. On a calm 
and cloudless day it is like a giant mir-
ror; and it is then that the mountains 
look down and smile at the reflection 
of their own time-worn features. In 
the twilight, with a breeze, it looks more 
like a plo~ed field than anything else; 
and when the dark night arrives, a pool 
of boiling pitch is all that can be seen 
of if. On such a night, you will notice 
that all the water which is disturbed 
by the boat or the oars seems to take 
fire and burn with a phosphoric light. 
But, suppose the moon comes out, 
then in an instant, the pitch •turns into 
mercury, and the little silvery billows 
begin to play hide and seek with the 
moon in such a lively way that it is a 
delight to see them, 
Now, let us take a last look at it on 
a stormy day, when the . wind has 
aroused it to action. It is in vain to 
try to describe it. Magnificent, power-
ful and terrible are considered strong _ 
words, but they are weak when ,ipplied 
to the roaring sea, It might be liken-
ed to a snow-covered mountain region, 
where the mountains are ever chang-
ing form and position. On such a day 
it is hard on the coast. The merry-go-
round of the pebbles and the boulders, 
the sand making machine of the sea, 
makes a dreadful noise. The old cliffs 
which have for ages withstood its 
power are shaken by its fury. 
Woe to the fisherman who is out on 
such a day; if he escapes the angry 
waves, he will most likely be swallow-
ed by the surf. 
Thus it is today-tomorrow it is as 
calm and . beautiful as ever; and the 
fisherman whose life was threatened by 
it yesterday loves it more than ever. 
For most people to see it is to love it. 
One who sees it will long remember it; 
I will never forget it. 
State Schools and Snobocracy. 
Much good may be said in favor of 
private and church schools. They have 
a mission to fill which, as society is 
now constituted, could not he filled by 
the public schools. We need but men-
tion our colleges, orphan homes, Y. M. 
C. A. evening schools, denominational 
colleges, private kindergartens and 
universities like Chicago and Leland 
Stanford, to show that this assertion 
is a truism. 
But there is an obverse side to the 
shield. Private schools may do and 
often do an immense amount of harm 
to the state public schools, and to the 
course of popular education in general. 
To be specific, let us for a momeat 
compare the government public schools 
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of Minnesota with some city in the 
south or east. Minnesota's public 
school buildings are the pride of the 
:state. Often they are veritable pala-
ces. As far as buildings and tuition are 
,concerned Minnesota offers to its poor-
-est orphan or raggedest newsboy the 
·same advantages as to the son of a mil-
lionaire; and advantages they are that 
a prince migh"t envy. The cause and 
effec:t of this is that in Minnesota rich 
and poor are educated together. There 
is no snobocratic upper 400 too good 
to be educated in the public schools of 
the state. 
Contrast this with a particular eastern 
city I have in mmd, but which we here 
shall call X. There when you come to 
same uncommonly shabby brick wall 
pushing ibelf out upon the very street 
and looking for all the world like a 
deserted Minneapolis flour mill or the 
side view .of a livery stable, just look 
up and on its murky exp;;tnse you 
will read: "Public School No.-- ; 
Grammar School for Boys." Explana-
tion of this phenomenon: X abounds 
in fashionable private schools and pri-
vate tutors. Rich and fashionable peo-
ple do not send their children to the 
public schools. So it has come to pass 
th.at the public schools have something 
of th~ flavor of rag-school, as it were a 
"bouquet" of charity institutions. It is 
, .scarcely respectable, and certainly not 
highly fashionable to attend schools sup-
ported by public taxation. A lady 
high in social circles in X told me that 
she did not think it right for parents 
who could afford to pay for their 
children's education to send them to 
the free public schools. Public educa-
tion is in danger of becoming a public 
charity, the poor house and the school 
house seem to be in the same catagory 
and public education becomes a neces-
sary evil because "the poor are always 
w'ith us." 
Now what are the inevitable tenden-
cies of this separation of children into 
the select rich and the common poor? 
To begin with, when the heavy tax-
payers have no children in the schools 
supported by taxes, they..:...._such is hu-
man frailty-lose their interest in the 
schools, and so the public schools soon 
find themselves supported and defend-
ed by persons who are either not very 
influential or not very enthusiastic. The 
public school teachers soon begin to 
feel that they are called upon to care 
for the less valuable portion of foe 
c_ommunity's school population. The 
pupils are soon affected with a fright-
fiil moral disease which for the want 
of a hetter term J,llay be called, second-
classicitis. They fed they are regard-
ed as a second class, not as the best 
thing agcnng. People treat them as 
if they had but second class thoughts 
and fedmgs. They fed they are ex-
pected to act in a second class way, 
and there is a strong original tendency 
in us all to act as we are expected to 
act. ::,oon they begin, to doubt whether 
after all, they aren't second class; and 
finelly they decide that, anyhow, it is 
easier to act second class than first 
class. Thus the second class plebeian 
is ev0lved, and than he there is no be-
ing less promising on God's ,footstool. 
The United States are as yet but little 
affected with this disease of considering 
anybody's child too fine for the free 
public schools. In school life, at least 
in the west, the artificial and unjust 
liiOcial classification of children on the 
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basis of their father's bank accounts, 
finds no piace. The day-laborer'11 
daughter and the capitalist's son re-
ceive the same instruction in the same 
books within the same walls and by the 
same teachers . This, if anything,ought 
to teach the rising generat10n the es-
sential unity and solidarity of man-
kind. 
But, if cert,iin signs are not grassly 
misleading, the disease of snobocratic 
distinctioas between children is at our 
door, and well-to-do and well-meaning 
parents are turning trait@rs to popular 
education by sending their children to 
a boarding-school or a private day-
school, simply to evince that they and 
their children c_lo not belon g to the 
common herd. Alas! they . know not 
what they do! If we love popular 
government and desire its future pros-
perity; it we hate the prospects of 
plutocracy and snobocr.aey, let us pre-
serve as om: of the foundations of our 
institutional life, the right and the prac-
tice of educating the rich and the poor 
together in our state public schools. 
are all we hear of when we read of 
Greece and Rome. They are the em-
perores and the philosophers, the poets. 
and proconsuls, the Ciceros, the Livys, 
the Xenophons of classic times. But 
they are simply the cream or the scum, 
bright and frothy on the top of a black 
fathomless. ocean of thralldom. The 
other nine hundred and ninety-nine 
thousands of the classical world were: 
the variously oppressed masses. They 
were practically or outright slaves. 
. At the advent c_>f Christianity the 
classical world had just made itself im-
possible. There was literally no living 
in it or with it. What a change there 
had come over Rome since prepunic 
times. Then R ome had a healthy, sav-
age social development. It was, brutal 
coarse, cruel, but it was healthy and 
growing. Then social organism was in 
its youth. As soon as a new function was 
demanded, the social organism develop-
ed a new organ to perform it. Kings,for 
example, were found impracticable. 
They were promptly abolished and 
consuls instituted. In those youthful 
days, the social organism evolved new 
organs as the growing need of society 
demanded them, such as praetor, quae-
The rlediaeval Church as a Factor in stor, censul and tribunes. The social 
Education. organism was young and responded at 
There are three kinds of humanity _in once to the demands of the _growing 
Europe in the early centuries of the culture. But about the end of the 
Christian Era. Two of these classes Punic wars, Rome stopped developing 
were found in the classical world . They as an organism. It had grown old and 
lived in a dead civiliz~tion, slowly de- had lost the power of evolving new . 
composing into ito original and un- socials organs and functions. But the 
savory elements. One of these classes individual of the first class did not 
constituted the thin, very thin. layer · stop developing. He thus got ahead 
ot culture on the top. A few thous- of his country and civilization. He saw 
and persons among the unnumbered that the world-view that underlay class-
millions could read and write, had some ical civalization was ridiculously child-
time to spend in liesure, had:fonnulated ish. He did not believe in the Gods, 
a theory of life, the world, and them- and the traditions of Mother Rome 
selves, were in short; civilized. This only tempted him to a contemptuous 
mere handful of enlightened mortals shrug. The sooth-sayers smiled when 
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they met. Omens and auspices were 
to them a silly mockery, hateful gib-
•berish. But still so old, venerable and 
·powerful was the old organism of society 
that the enlightened few dared not · to 
,defy it and tear it down. They became 
mostly either despairing epicureans 
who lett higher things severely alone,or 
hypocrites pure and simple, who went 
through the dead forms for mere pol-
icy's sake. In either case they essayed 
to get along without anything to wor-
:ship. Educated Rome and Greece had 
Iost its ideals. Their creed was: there 
>is nothing of infinte value, of infinite 
hope and awe for man. This state of 
mind is spiritual leprosy. Thus the en-
lightened few of the Roman Empire 
had done themselves to death spirit-
·ually. They were sure of no reality 
·save hunger and greed. The world is 
mire, was their creesf, and it is philoso-
phy to develop the human swine to 
wallow contendedly in it.Such were 
the "classes." 
The "masses" were no better. Th ev 
had arrived by instinct where the clas~-
es had come by reason. They had be-
sides, most convincing ocular demon-
strations of the rotteness of the world. 
Life was a mistake, a sham, an evil, a 
crime! The classsical world did not 
need to believe in hell. Both master 
and slave were in perdition and kn ew 
it! Them came Christianity. Admit-
ting that this world was in a sorry 
plight, it preached another world, and 
another life of infinite possibility and 
infinite hope. Man is the child of God. 
· 'Fhe unseen world of righteousness and 
. happiness is a more real thing than 
this world. What a startling gospel 
this was to a dying world! The slave 
and the voluptuary listened. Those 
who yet retained the divine spark, lis-
tened with joy, believed and were 
:saved. How they despis~d their form-
er life and their former world! They 
loathed it! They feard it! Altogether 
wicked, leprous. revolting was it to 
them. This was a most natural reaction 
against their former state. But a: most 
dangerous one. One step more, and 
Europe would have been where India 
ts . The ascetecism of the monk 
threatened to develo? into self-de-
struction of the fakir. Pantheism, the 
doctrine of the wickedness of the exist-
ence of the individual, the heresy of 
the unreality and sinfulness of the na-
tural world, the substitution of Nirvana · 
for heaven, the blight of Asia. Budd-
hism, in short, was the only logical ter-
minus of these tendencies. 
Our barbarian forefathers saved 
Europe from the melancholy fate of 
Asia. The barbarian was the third class 
of people in Europe. The Kelt aud the 
Teuton had not bothered themselves 
about any world-view as yet. They 
were very healthy and tolerably happy 
animals whose blood was well oxygen-
ated, and whose stomachs had plenty 
of nitrogenous food - between famines. 
These simple hunters, tanners and pir-
ates were flung bodily into the dying 
empire and learned on the same day the 
woe and the shame of the fruit of the tree 
of knowledge of good and evil-most-
ly evil--and salvation from said woe 
by the fruit of the tree of life. They ' 
made an honest but cnildlike effort to 
comprehend both the wickedness of 
heathen Rome and the holiness of 
Christian Rome; and being the brain-
iest and best developed human beings 
that had yet appeared, they succeeded 
rparvelously. 
But there was one thing the healthy 
barbarian could not be converted into 
believing. He would persist in believ-
ing that this was a pretty good world., 
after all, that he as an individual had a 
right to exist and have- a will of his 
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own. He refused to seek Nirvana, he 
refused to walk on the path of India. 
Thus it cam~ to pass that the ideal of 
perfect me~iaeval Christian has left in 
it a considerable respect for individual 
manhood and for the natural world. 
This ideal (converted classicism infused 
with barbarian vitality) was now what 
the mediaeval church undertook to im-
pose upon a barbaric and thoroughly 
worldly and animal continent. What 
a miracle this change was is scarely 
adequately appreciated. Suffice it to 
say that the imposition of the Christian 
ideal on heathen Europe was the g reat-
est educational enterprise ever under-
taken by man. Now how did the church 
manage to perform this miracle? 
Its first means was naturally preach-
ing. This was and is a powerful 
educational factor, but not by far as 
effective as we are . prone to believe. 
"The foolishness of preaching" spoken 
of by the apos tle may very well be ta-
ken in more senses than one. 
Next e0me the Sacraments. These 
holy acts were educationally at once ob-
ject lessons, and ceremonies unifying 
the individual with his people, the 
saints. Baptism, confirmation, the 
firmation has obtained in almost every 
land and civilization except in our own 
most modern culture. Our high school< 
graduation ceremony is a very watery 
substitute. It can not be denied that it 
was and is an excellent educational de-
vice thus to impress the dignity,solemn-
ity and value of manhood and wmnan-. 
hood at the very threshold of adult life. 
The resources and devices of the 
church for popular education were 
practically limitless. The feas ts, fasts, 
the mass, the process10ns, the myster-
ies, the miracle plays, ,lll were eminent-
ly calculated to turn the thought of the 
people in the desired direction, by main 
force, to give them the church's stand-
point from which to view lite. Add to 
this all Christian art . in building and 
statuary, and the buildings themselves. 
the cathedrals, chapels and monaster-
ies-what an atn10sphere all this would 
create! H ow thoroughly every moment 
ot life was soaked and saturated with 
the other-worldly spirit of the church!: 
Then think of the hierarchs,their dress, 
dignity, power, activity. Bishop, car-
dinal, pope! What an attitude-compel-
ler they must have formed! 
Lord's Supper, marriage, holy _ orders, The mediaeval Christian church mix-
penance and extreme unction-what a _ ed Christianity into everything, into eat-
battery of invmcible soul-compellers ing and drinking, into feasting and fast-
were not these! Confirmation was per- ing, into rest and work, into calendar 
haps the most important educational and geography, into stone and mortar,_ 
act of the church. Here at the most into forest and field, into birth,marnage 
important, the m@st critical period in and de:ith, All civilization was satur-
the mental and moral evolution of the ated with tangible and visible symp-
youth, the church impressively put be- toms of Christianity. The tracks of 
fore him the choice of good and evil, religion were found everywhere: Its 
let him pledge himself to the Lord, and symbols surrounded the individual from 
received him into full communion with birth to death. He could no more es-
the world of saints. It is well to rem em- cape the church than sneak -away from 
her that some ceremony akin to con- his own shadow. Its symbols and 
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· manifestations were the most real, the thing m this movement, especially 
most presistent,themost common-place, when it take the form of protest against 
the most obstinately obtrusive of things the gerundgrinding of the preparative 
-and events. Therefore the church was European schools where years are 
·omnipotent in mediaeval society. In spent in makmg doggerel Latin verse. 
its hands the! hearts of the people were But on the whole this reduction of the 
as wax. It was th e greatest education- school to the poverty and sordidness 
al institution of the ages. of business life 1s reformation in J he 
It strikes me that the modern wrong direction. 
school could le'ar~ something from the The classics are not to be reformed 
mediaeval church,for it was ages ahead out of the schools but into them. When 
of us in method. First, the education once our teachers of Latin and Greek 
of the school has hitherto been severe- universally adopt tne naturally and only 
ly logical and analytic. The church scien tific way of teaching language, we 
has shown u!" that symbolic and dram- shall have no just complaint against the 
a tic education touches the whole man classics. When once one can learn 
more effectively than this [abstract =r;;-_ Latin and Greek, and not only Latin 
tellectual food. Pictures of great men grammar and Greek grammar in col-
in our school rooms, celehrations~f lege, it will be worth while to take the 
;national and cosmic festivals, participa- classical course. 
tion of the school as a school in th e The time will soon come when the 
•charitable, intellectual and liter ary pub- lecture hall, the library, the uni-
]ic activity of the community and the versity extension, the school for adults 
Tevival of the greater Christian fe stivals a:ncl the literary society shall he closely, 
are good beginnings in the right di rec- e ven legally, united to the public school; 
tion. when the whole mighty curret1t of in-
But the greatest difference between 
the modern educational institutions and 
mediaeval lies in the fact that the sch ool 
is very limited both in time and space, 
and is kept severely wi thin its lirpits, 
while the mediaeval church penetrated 
every nook and corner of human life . 
.It is noteworthy that hitherto school 
-and life have mixed about as well as oil 
and water. Now there are two ways 
-of getting the school into touch with 
the world. One is that proposed by the 
business college. Teach only what is 
practical. Leave out language, · high-
•er mathematics and most of science, 
--an.cl teach bookkeeping, spelling, trades 
-and business forms. There is some-
tellectual, emotional and social life 
shall flow harmoniously together in a 
grand system ot organized and co-or-
din ated institutions. 
~WNNi'r~WNmw~ I PERSONALS & L□CA'j 
Did you see that Bandanna? 
Reception-in the air. 
Who got called do_wn at the library? 
Don't be in such a hurry to print 
your pict u~es next time. 
"Don't lo@k out doors for vielets"-
straight ahead. 
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"Sweet summer morn how cheering 
is 25 degrees below"-adapt;;ttion to 
suit the weather. 
A new line of ribbon just in, all the 
latest affects for spring wear. 
MARY KRON. 
Pay up your subsc~·iption. 
360 students in the Normal depart-
ment at present. 
That's Dutch leaf . ., 
The little _boy learning his letters: 
L stands for pretty L-s, she goes 
to the Normal school. 
Mr. J. A. Mattson was laid up with 
a bad cold last week. 
Miss F-r (in music class)-"A flat 
lowers a note and a sharp highers it.'~ 
See our new spring line of samples 
for custon tailoring, Suits to orcler from 
$12 up. Pants from $3.15 up Fit 
guaranteed or no sale. Price's, cloth~ 
ing and shoes. 
Miss Jessie Broadhead of the C class 
left the St. Cloud N onnal to take a 
school in Republic. 
Post no bills for Miss E. to read. 
Miss B. looked at her watch and, 
stopped it. 
"Somebody stole my big black dog, 
I wish they'd bring him back.'' 
Miss Clara Thropp, who played 
star part in the "Doll's House" at 
Davidson on Feb. 13, address~d 
students on Mon\fay forenoon at 
Normal hall. 
the Miss Lois Campbell spent a few 
the days at her home in Melrose. 
the 
the 
Suits to measure from $12 up. 
Pants from $3 up. John K1rntson, 
agent for Wanamaker & Brown. 
Miss Boardman of St. Paul, who 
was here last year, has returned to 
finish her course of study. 
"l wonder who feels the worst.'' 
"Who is this, Miss J. eir Miss F . ?" 
Mr. and Mrs. Kleeberger and Mr. 
and Mrs. W. B. Mitchell took dinner 
at the Home, Feb. 12. 
The girls at the Home are busily 
engaged in making diplomas for fear 
they won't be presented with one at 
the e11d of the year. 
Mr. M.-"Write a paper on streams~ 
Be sure and put in all the periods and 
capitals necessary and if you are at 
loss just what to say, put down a com-
1na." 
Miss M.-I am afraid my essays. 
would be all commas." 
Miss M. ( after modeling in day to 
teacher )-"Can clay be washed off the 
hand s ?" 
That fully 50 per cent. of all stu-
dents have defective eyes is proven be-
yond a do~bt by the result of examina-
tions of 53,000 students in Baltimore. 
If you eyes trouble you in any way call 
and see Clark Bros., opticians. A 
simple test can be make in a few 
minutes and cost you nothing. 
Miss S.--"I am going to mo<lel 
Miss S. -"Please sing that song for Spain." 
me.'' Miss C.--"We have spent enough 
Miss B.-"lt is Sabbath day." 
Miss S.-"Please come in at twelve.'' 
Look up Sw;mson & Kron's ad. 
time on Spain.'' 
Wh0 says the 
square root? 
E. G's don't know 
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The Y. M. C. A. basket ball team 
-of Minneapolis played the Normal 
team in the schooi gymnasium on Sat-
-urda y evening, January 28. The Y. M. 
·C. A. team carried off the laurels by a 
score of 27 to 7. The game was 
witnessed by an audience of 250 peo-
ple or more and proved interesting 
from start to finish. After the game 
i:the Minneapolis .team gave a fine ex-
hibition on the apparatus, not to speak 
-0f the burlesque game at the close. 
The Y. M. C. A. team were in charge 
,of Mr.Cook, the trainer in the U. of M. 
Miss E.-"They were so fond of but-
termilk. They would drink butter-
milk after buttermilk." 
Miss Agnes and Ruth Holm left for 
their home in Brainerd on account of 
the illness of their father. 
Mr. Mac A. (looking at his watch) 
-"l guess I am a little slow." 
Miss S.-'•That does't make any 
difference." 
Lost,strayed or stolen on the Normal 
Home stairs, a Normal slipper. 
"l am so glad,I got just what l came 
The Misses Larson · of Urness, for." 
Minn., visited friends at the Normal Mr. Doran of Brainerd visited with 
January 3o. his 'daughter, Miss May Doran of the 
Prof. H.--"What 1s the difference Home the last part of January. 
between you and a cow, for instance?" 
Miss E.-Now let us see-what is 
i t?" 
Mr. Henry Courtney has ret11rned 
'to school to resume his studies. 
Found-A piece of gum under Miss 
A's chair in the Latin room. 
Mr. S-r (in algebra class )-"Don't 
be afraid to talk, there are no bears in 
this class." 
Fred Schacht of company M, 13th 
Minn., is preparing a , paper on the 
. ,,surrender of Manila" which will ap-
pear in the N ormalia in the near fu_ 
•ture. 
The third hour Latin class in dropp-
:ing the noun endings, broke some of 
them and are unable to put them to-
h . I .. get er agam. 
Miss Verona Bucker of Le Seur, 
M.inn., visited · with her sister Miss 
Mary of the E.G. class, January 27 
.and 28. 
Twin city architects have drawn 
plans for the proposed change in the 
main building of the Normal. In a 
year we shall expect to see quite a 
change in our school. 
Miss Ada Dye of Brainerd returned 
to school January 26. She will finish 
tht' E. A. course with the class of '99. 
Supt. B. F. Trace of Benton spent 
January 27 visiting at the Normal. 
Mr. P. Goerger has re-entered school 
to rt"main until his spring term of 
school opens next month . 
Miss Mary Holmes of Little Falls 
spent a ft!v,, days with her sisters at the 
Normal the last part of the January. 
A reception was given at the Home 
on Saturday January 28 from 3 to 7 
p. m. The C classes were entertaind 
from 3 to 5 and the higher classes from 
5 to 7. V oelker's orchestra furnished 
the music and a very pleasant time was 
enjoyed by all those present. 
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The Misses Thorson of Melrose Prof. H. ( speaking of reflex action) 
spent February 7 visiting their sister, "Why I once knew a young lady who, 
Miss Minnie Thorson of the Normal. - when walking with a friend wh@ was: 
Mr. G. (in chemistry class)- saying something to her, walked a 
"Champagne must contain a large whole square beyond the house ~here 
amount of C 02 as it sparkles very she should have stopped.'' 
much when poured out." None of us, surely, ever had such 
Voice of the class- "Mr. G. ought to experience. 
know." Prof. A.- "The bashful virgin's side-
Student, when you go to the 
stores t0 do your shopping go to the 
merchants that have their ads in the 
Normalia. They have a disc0unt price 
to N ormalites, but if you do not tell 
them where you are from you cannot 
expect t0 get the discount. Make the 
merchants feel that it pays to advertise 
in the Normalia by doing your trading 
at the right place. 
"Of wha_t nationality is a man whose 
niece is a 'B ?'" 
Miss 0. (in the gymnasium )-"ls 
it foul to put your arms around any-
one-in basket ball?' 
long look of love." I guess you · al1 
know how that would be. 
Mr. C. (before the reception)-
"When is you bid to the Home? 
Mr. L.- "l have a standing bid." 
Ask F. C-k how he likes to waite. 
A new literary society called the 
Electric Normal Litterary has been 
lately organized. 
"l am in a b0x of •rubbers." 
Why didn't Miss A-w go to the re-
formatory? 
Mr T-p- n can run when there is. 
some one ahead to run for. 
Mr. S.-"State the effect of old age on 
Mr. R.-"Here at the end of Green on the power of appreciating high 
sta-Bay is the most westerly French 
tionarv." 
Dr. N.-" What?" 
Mr. R.-"Stationary, or station." 
Mr. B-r has advanced very quick-
ly since he entered the Kindergarten. 
He now knows his last name. 
' "Lord Dornley turned out a worth-
less husband." 
Mr. A.-"Miss K. what is the use 
of husband." 
Miss K.-"Direct objection." 
In the geography room; 
Miss K.-"Geo. has lost its ( ?) fas-
cination for me." 
Miss B.-"Has he?" 
notes." 
Mr. G.-"l did not get the question. 
I was sticking my finger in my ears. 
to see what I could hear." 
Miss Lottie Thacter's brother visit-
ed up Feb. 6. 
Mr. N-n-"W e have none ~f us 
debated a question before the public.'~ 
Miss S.-- "Basses be carefull about 
your tie." 
"This ·apparatus may not work., it's 
only something Prof. J. fixed up." 
Mr. B.--"l don't like to call 'is' an 
attributive verb. It seems to make a 
kind of a half breed out of it." 
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We can refer practicularly to only a 
few of the many valuable articles in 
the columns of our various v1s1tors 
which we find on our table, hut take 
pleasure in giving due praise to their 
c@ntents. 
The Crucible, Helios, High Sch0ol 
Record and Mankatonian contain- ex-
cellent material written in good style. 
It was a music teacher bold 
Who loved a fair young maid. 
But when his love to her he told, 
Scmething like this he said: 
' Light ofmy soul. my lips bright re 
I love you near or fa " 
The maiden turned her head away 
· And gently murmured "La 
Such flighty nonsense doesn't gn. 
You're not the man for mi; 
You really haven't got the do, 
So you're not in it, si!-Ex. 
Uncle Sam has gained a great vic-
tory but it is not supprising when we 
consider that he is strong as Sampson, 
Schley as a fox, Miles long and has 
Merritt at the head of his forces. What 
more Dewey want?-Ex. 
Go. to Goedker' s Confectionery 
$oryour Cho/co Candles, $rulls 
and 9/uts, alon alons, 40c por lb •• 
.en (GJ~ ~~ ~lij~ TO~ A eeo, 
JONES~ 
Has now a finer line oi Candies than ever. 
~PRICES LOW. 
SEE G. W. CLINE 
Before buying a B ■ I 
~j::::.::::;n t he city I Cy C e 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-r·-·-;;·:~;;:;;::·~;::.·::;;;~:;::-:~-;;:;:;.;•7>-1 
:t~ HENRY JOHNSON t 
lt~ Merchant Tailor, of St. Cloud, and only Manufacturer of ~1~ lt~ Men's Ready-made Pants, Overalls, Jackets, ~~ 
lt~ Union Suits, & c., ~ ~ 
~-1\..· Is selling direct to the consumer at wholesale prices I can save you the mid- .; 1 1~ 
,, i, dleman's profit And when you buy ofme you encouragt> home industry and , , 
~ ~ help keep employ,ed the men and girls of St Cloud instead of Chicago and ~ f 
J \.. other eastern cities. Everything offered for sale in my store is made on the ••, 
/ '.11~ premises Jackets and Overalls made of 8-oz. F lue Denim. in regular sizes, sold \y, lt~ by amdealc:rs for 50 to 60 cts., my price 35 cts Cottonade Pants'in regular '" 
~-Ill.· sizes, dealers' regular prices 90 cts to $1 .25, my price 75 cts. Worsted Pants, ... , 
' 1 I~ all new goods and latest styles, dealer's price $2 511 to $G 00, my price from ,,, 
~ ~ $1.50 to $3 .50 All-wool Cassimere and Cheviot Pants, it will surprise you \fl ,,i.. when you see the quality, for only $2.00, dealer's price $3.00 to $3.50 ·1· 
'-•~ Why can I sell goods so much cheaper than the dealers? Because I manu- ~ 1 lt~ facture them rig ht here in St Cloud and can sell to you as cheap as other ~ f lt~ manufacturers can sell to dealers. • ~ ~ 
l~~ IN THE TAILORING DEPARTMENT j' ~ 
• Are suits from $16.00 up. Style, fit and workmanship guaranteed to be first lt~ class. My spring stock is in. Call and see me. ~ ~ 




~ F~~.~~p~~~~~~.:~ ~ ~ Store. Rich and poor alike. Here is where the masses of peo- t j ple get the right treatment. FAIR AND SQUARE. All on an l equal footing. A Republic inside of four walls. Popular goods 
at popular prices. Nothing but new and sightly lot of goods, 
! Read This Carefully. i GOLD MEDAL COLORED 
BL ACK DRESS GOODS. DRESS GOODS. i We have sole control for St Cloud. Here we can show you what is style, ► With every yard of ' ·Gold Medal" Black as our trade is always on the lookout II. Dress Goods you buy of us you get a for something new We have the inside II' guarantee that we will make right every swing in · f 
yard that will not prove satisfactory. Oetting the Very Best. 
◄· This guarantee we receive from the man- Our stock is by far the large~t in the city 
◄ ufacturers, and we in turn give it to you. anh our goods are all new. 
~ We Are Especially the· Store Where Outfits for Graduat- f 
1 Cloak o,~:,:.:,Costumes Can B:.::.:::e:;:r:::.~. i 
~ Spring Capes, Jackets, Capes, f<hawls, The best known brands of Corsets j Ready Made Outside Skirts, a splendid and Kid Gloves adorn our shelves. Our ~::rt t~~al~rg~~teri~~i.rt~he ~~/\-:~:~ trade is established in these lines. Wert-styles and can furnish you a better gar- heimer gloves are so well known they 
ment for less money than others. Last need no special mention. Thompson's i 
and best. we furnish good quality com- Glove Fitting Corsets . Dr. Warner's New 
Models, Waists for Ladies Misses and i bined with low prices Children, correct styles. The Flexibone RIBBONS. corset has no equal. These goods all speak for themselves and are only car-All the new fashionable Ribbons and · d b fi t 1 d i 
I I. f II d f S . . ne Y rs ·Cass ry goods stores. . a compete me o a gra es o atm. 
Double Faced Moireand Taffetaribhons. Summer Ores~ Goods. i Embroideries and Laces. We have made very large purchases Our reputation among the largest in Summer Dress Fabrics and our stock purchasers in this line is established will contain the very latest in . imported i 
They always come to us if they are look· and domestic Dress Fabrics. Our line of 
. ing for something pretty, and express Welts is ~m!ll.ense;Crash Siiitings,Persian I satisfaction at finding such nice goods Mulls, Dimities, French Ginghams Silk at home. Through years of experience Stripe Ginghams, Foile du Nord, 'seer-we know just what the best trade is sul'kers, Chambrays, etc. looking for, and you can certainly find i au exceptional line this year. nuslin Underwear. 
Hosiery and Und~rwear. We carry a full line of goods that are 
◄ Go?d values for httle money always, w~ll made up to style and at low µrices. 
1:and pick out_of the largest and most Night Gowns, Drawers, Corset Covers, mplete Hosiery and Underwear stock Skirts, Chemise, etc. ·--, J ••••••••••••~~••••••vviunurvvri 
J. C. BDEBW, m. D. 
519 St. Germain Street. 
Office hours: 11 a . m. to 12:30 p. m., 2 to 4 In the 
afternoon, 7 to 8 evening. 
~~~ 
WALBRIDCE & PONTIUS, 
PR.OPR.IETORS OF 
-:-BARBER SHOP 
And Bath Rooms, 
Under Grand Central Hotel. 
!EirLadies' Haircutting and Shampooing 
Merchants :-: National :-: Bank 
OF ST. CLOUD, MINN. 
CAPITAL, $150,000. 
Banking in all its Branches. - :-
Interest paid upon Time Deposits. 
In Our leavings Department. 
Deposits received in sums of Sl .00 and upwards. Interest 
allowed upon sums of $5.00 and upwards. 
C. M. HtRTIG, W. E. LEE, 
President. Vice-President. 
A. BARTO, 0. H. HA VlLL, 
2nd Vice-President. Cashier. 
IF YOU WISH TO· 
MEET WITH GOOD MEAT 
GO TO ... 
Kraemer's Meat Market 
WHERE THEY .. 
. METE IT OUT DAILY. 
llirKansas City Beef a Specialty. 
BOWING 'BROTtiERS 
Will give special attention and 
prkes to all Normal students~ 
boarding themselves. We han-~ . 
dle everything kept in a 



















E. WOLFS BERG AGT. I Chas, S. Fee, G. P. A. 
ST. CLOUD MINN ST. PAUL, 1mm. 
VESTIBULED '!'RAINS-DINING CARS. 
TIME CARD-ST. Cl:.OUD. 
EAST BOUND. 
No. 4, Mpls . -a nd St. Paul Ex ....... .. 4:25 a. m, 
No. 2 Atlantic Mail . ..... . ..... ............ 1 :26 p. m: 
*No. 6, Mpls. and St. Paul Loce.1. .. 2:35 p. m . 
WEST BOUND. 
*No. 5 l<'argo Local. .... .... ... ........ 11:47 a. m. 
No . 1 Pacific Mall .............. .... ........ 5:05 p. m. 
No . 3 Dakota express ................. 10:35 p. m. 
*Daily except Sunday via Brainerd, 
PullmanFirst-Class and Tourist Sleeping Cars 
. . . Take your laundry to ... 
SCHULTZ EROS. 
STEAM LAUNDRY. 
!linen Wottk a Speei&lty . 
Special rates to students, Cor 5th ave and 1st st. 
Bemoved to :13 Fifth Ave.Sou~h; 9HF?:: :P29t af?fat: •2At "2At :Pflflt tfAalil 
If you want the 
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Best and finest equipped 
4i.JD...E ,JOB OF~ICE 
In the Nonhwest. 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK, 
ST. OLOUD7 M"I~N. 
CAFIT AL, $100,000 
All Business Connected with General Bank-
. ing will Receive Prompt Attention. 
DIH.ECTOH.S. 
H. P. Bell, L . W. Collins, 
E.B. Smith W. B. Mitch-
ell, John Cooper, L . 
Clark, John Zapp,John 
Bensen, J. G. Smith. 
OFFICERS. 
J. G. SMITH, President. 
L. W. COLLINS, Vice-PNts. 
Ed. SMITH, Cashier. 
SWEETEN YOUR LIFE, 
and make your little ones 
happy by buying 
FIN.E FRESH CAN.DIES. • 
* AN.D CHOICE FRUITS, 
All kinds of 
~ Tobaccos aJJd Cigars • 
-AT-
Progressive, Pushing People 
demand up-to-date railroad train- ser-
vice. Two fast trains leave Minne-
apolis and St. Paul daily via Wiscomin 
Central lines for .Milwaukee, Chicago 
and eastern and southern points, de-
gantly equipped with sleeping, dining, 
cafe and parlor cars. Ask your near-
est ticket agent for further information. 













A. LA. CA.BTB 
Through service bt'tween St. Paul, Minneapolis, 
Helena, Butte, Spokane, Seattle and Portland. 
Connections, at weatern terminal for Kootenai 
country, Oregon and California points, Alaska, 
Japan and China. Connections at Twin Cities !or 
points east and south. 
Passenger Trains leave as follows: 
GOING WEaT. GOING EAST. 
*No. 111:20 a.m. *No. 2 2:30 p.m. 
tNo. 3 11:10 a.m. tNo. -l 11:50 &.m . 
*No . 5 for · No. 6 arriv es from 
Willmar 10:30 a .m. Willmar 10:55a.m. 
tNo. 711:25 p.m. tNo. 8 4 :50 a.m. 
*No. 128, for Sandstone 7 :00 a.m. 
Nos. 3, 4, 7 and 8 run via Clearwater. 
All trains arrive at and depart from new 
depot. 
*Daily except Sunday. 
tDally. 
...... 
ThR (h-eat Northert• of/'erll 61)ecia1 indue-enl• 
in tl&a way of ,,.,,tra coachea, /or :Pfo••mai stud,ent• 
Depot located in c"nter of city. Information a11 to 
t(mc of connectlons and 1·at.,11 of /are mU be 
promptly {Hrnished, on appUoaHon. Cali on or 
PUFF ER.OS.~ add.re•• 
No. tOT St. Germain St. H. R. NEIDE, Agenl 
